# LUNCH OPTIONS

## On Campus
* 3-5 min walk

- Orin's Cafe - Paccar Hall
- Off The Rez Cafe - Burke Museum
- District Market - Oak Hall
- Pagliacci Pizza - Willow Hall

## On/Near University Avenue
* 5-8 min walk

third-party delivery may be available (GrubHub, UberEats, etc)

- Arepa Venezuelan Kitchen
- BB's Teriyaki Grill
- Byrek & Baguettes
- Cafe on the Ave
- Chipotle
- Chi-Mac
- Domino's Pizza
- Fat Ducks Deli & Bakery
- Guanaco’s Tacos Pupuseria
- IJ Sushi Burrito
- Kong Tofu House
- Korea Tofu House
- Marks Thai Food Box
- Mod Pizza
- Panda Noodle Bar
- Pho Shizzle
- QDOBA Mexican Eats
- Sizzle & Crunch Vietnamese Grill
- YangGuoFu MalaTang
- Taste of India
- Time Bistro
- Urban Luxe Café

## University Village
* 20-30 min walk

third-party delivery available (GrubHub, UberEats, etc)

- Ba Bar
- Evergreens Salad
- Homegrown
- Ma’ono UVill
- Mr. West Cafe Bar
- Shake Shack

## Boxed Lunches
* must order in advance

- Ingallina's [ingallina.com](ingallina.com)
  ($50 min, can do same-day)
- Gourmondo’s [gourmondoco.com](gourmondoco.com)
  (not sure of minimum, require 48 hrs notice)

## Delivery Address
4215 E Stevens Way NE
Founders Hall 230
Seattle, WA 98195-3200